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AIRCARE FACTS TRAINING RETURNING TO VAN NUYS
Van Nuys, CA (July 29, 2015) - Aircare FACTS Training announced today that they would be
providing crewmember Emergency Procedures training in Van Nuys, California September 16-18 at
the Airtel Plaza Hotel. The training will include three-day Initial, 2-day Recurrent and a 1-Day Pilot
only class.
“While we have a fantastic fixed-based Training Center in Long Beach, weʼve had repeated requests
from crewmembers and flight departments to return to Van Nuys to provide training.” says Brian
Hayvaz, Vice President of Operations for Aircare FACTS Training, “These are individuals and
organizations with the highest standards of safety. Theyʼre never satisfied with simply checking the
box and weʼre proud to be working with them.”
Aircare FACTS Training is well known for employing different learning techniques in order to promote
knowledge retention and then recall during an emergency situation. The company combines online
self-study with interactive classroom discussion and then intensive hands-on practical training.
The training event in Van Nuys will include simulation drills in the latest Aircare FACTS-built full-size,
full motion, cockpit and cabin emergency procedures simulator. The fifty-three foot long mobile unit
can reproduce a variety of different emergency scenarios including land and water ditching, rapid
decompression, hydraulic failure and even a lithium battery fire in a laptop. The simulator is outfitted
with overwing exits from a variety of aircraft types such as Bombardier, Gulfstream, and Dassault so
that crewmembers can practice operating their specific exit during emergencies per the FAA training
requirements. In addition to the cabin simulator, Aircare FACTS will also be training using their walkin fire trainer, hypoxia awareness system and their underwater egress dunker.
“Crews that have not trained with us for several years are going to see and experience the new
Aircare FACTS Training that we have been building over the past few years.” said Hayvaz, “Itʼs more
challenging, more engaging and designed to increase proficiency of all crewmembers regardless of
their previous experience.”
Aircare FACTS is offering special pricing for this event. For a limited time all crewmembers will
receive Aircare Crews Staffingʼs discounted employee pricing. Aircare Crews Staffing personnel will
also be attending the training to answer questions about contract crewing for pilots and cabin crew
and to conduct interviews.
For more information on training in Van Nuys contact Aircare FACTS Training at 1-888-754-9805 or
visit www.aircareinternational.com.
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